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Introduction
The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) is a Crown Corporation created by the Provincial Government in 1974 to provide compulsory auto insurance. It is a common-law or tort system with "add-on" no-fault provisions (medical/rehabilitation and disability benefits). ICBC insures 2 million British Columbia (BC) residents and pays out over $2 billion (Cdn.) in claims annually. One billion of this is for injury claims. Currently, one percent of these claims are catastrophic losses (paraplegic, quadriplegic, traumatic brain injury) with the remainder being non-catastrophic claims. Seventy percent of these non-catastrophic claims are soft tissue (primarily whiplash) injuries.

ICBC has been actively involved in the identification and application of "best practice" soft-tissue injury initiatives and case coordination strategies since 1994. Previously, interest in rehabilitation programs was concentrated on the support of those customers who sustained catastrophic injuries. ICBC's Rehabilitation Department has been assisting these seriously injured customers since 1974 and is respected within both the medical and legal communities.

A key challenge for ICBC was to better assist customers with non-catastrophic injuries. In British Columbia disability periods are longer than in other jurisdictions (internal ICBC data). The functional limitations experienced by ICBC's injured customers appear to be out of keeping with the severity of their injuries. This is particularly true for those customers that sustain soft tissue injuries. These functional limitations and the subsequent time away from work translate into more monies paid out for lost wages. Many of these customers' pain complaints become chronic. In 2000, ICBC paid out $108,532,000 for past wage loss claims and $127,108,000 for future wage loss claims. Disability is also a factor in assessing non-pecuniary damages (pain and suffering) resulting in greater amounts being paid out under this category of damage as well. The frustration experienced by these injured customers may also cause them to seek legal representation, which in turn complicates and increases the costs of resolving these claims.

The solution appeared to lie in finding an approach where ICBC could assist with the recovery process and manage costs without assuming responsibility for "managing" the customers injuries. In an attempt to provide services based on this philosophy, ICBC launched the Recovery Management Program (RMP) in 1995. In this model qualified external resources, primarily occupational therapists, were contracted by Bodily Injury (BI) Adjusters to establish individual rehabilitation plans administered and provided within the community. The customers and their attending physician were at the centre of this case coordination model.

Although this program was partially successful in that it opened the lines of communication with the medical community, its success was restricted largely due to limited acceptance and sporadic utilization. Contributing factors were insufficient external resources and lack of dedicated internal resources to ensure proper referral and monitoring of rehabilitation plans. Although the program's focus did reverse high-growth trends in wage loss payments, it was unclear whether this was related to individual plans or to a general increase in awareness and focus in managing disabilities both externally and internally. In fact an independent evaluation, commissioned by ICBC to determine the overall effectiveness of the Recovery Management Program, was unable to conclude if there had been a decrease in costs. The reason for this was that the researchers could not find a comparable match sample. The customers referred into the Recovery Management Program had a higher incidence of employment, higher earnings and were more seriously injured (headaches, neurological signs). Despite these factors the RMP group did report that they were more satisfied with their level of recovery (RMP 43% vs. Match group 22%) and more reported that they had completely recovered (RMP 72% vs. Match group 50%) (RMP evaluation 1998 – Internal ICBC document.)

Qualitative data showed that while the majority of doctors surveyed sanctioned the legitimacy of ICBC's role, internal support varied. The data also showed differences in the perceptions of the program's goals between the customer's doctor, the external case managers and the adjusters. While the doctors were interested in sustaining relationships with their clients and the case coordinators were interested in the delivery of service, the adjuster's goals were economic and were cost driven. Eventually, even those BI adjusters who were supportive began opting out due to lack of ongoing support and useful evaluative data.

Nevertheless, based on a conviction that the initial concept was valid, and armed with knowledge that only experience can bring, ICBC decided to take the lessons learned in RMP and create a new program called Injury Recovery.

Injury recovery program (IRP)
The inability to return to work post MVA can be termed...
“traumatically induced unemployment”. If an impairment, which results from a disability caused by a motor vehicle accident (MVA) leads to unemployment, the consequences to the individual are the same as those of any other type of unemployment. Consequently, IRP drew heavily from the unemployment research for its support.

Researchers have examined the impact of unemployment on particular groups (Baldwin & Johnson, 1998; Brenner & Levi, 1987; Broun & Bentley, 2000; Jahoda, 1982; Tiggemann & Winefield, 1984; Winefield, Tiggeman & Winefield, 1991). The literature also contains many studies that demonstrate the importance of work in establishing a healthy identity (Kelvin, 1981; Orwell, 1972; Schaufeli, 1988) and the resulting psychological impact of unemployment (Dooley & Catalano, 1988; Dyck, 2000; Gurney, 1980; Kaufman, 1982; Rump, 1983; Shaw, 1976; Shelton, 1985; Winefield, Tiggeman & Smith, 1987; Winefield, Tiggeman, & Winefield, 1991). The impact of unemployment on the disabled is similar (Borgen, Amundson & Bela, 1987; Thomason, Burton & Hyatt, 1998). Acton (1981) identified four reasons why work is an essential goal for disabled persons: (a) they need the income derived from gainful employment, (b) nearly all cultures place a high value on work as a part of a rich and complete life, (c) it is a way to form social relationships, and (d) it gives structure and discipline to living. Maslow (1968) and Toffler (1980) consider these to be basic needs for everyone.

While the needs of persons with disabilities are similar to the general population, they do face special challenges in becoming employed (Bean & Beard, 1975; Cohen, 1962; Eggers, 1960; Florian, 1978; Leigh, 1987; Perlman & Strudler, 1976; Polner, 1958; Rickard, Triandis, & Patterson, 1963; Sears, 1975; Tagalakis, Amsel, & Fichten, 1988; Thoben, 1975; Thornton, 1998; Williams, 1972; Zuger, 1971). Stone and Sawatzki (1980) classified these factors into three specific areas: (a) numerous employment handicaps at the outset of a job search (e.g., lack of marketable skills, poor employment record), (b) management's misconceptions about what disabled persons bring to employment (i.e., lower productivity, higher absenteeism, higher accident rates, resentment of co-workers, negative attitudes, job site modifications, etc), and (c) the employment interview process (mainly the interviewer's preconceived negative impressions). Thus persons with disabilities have the same needs for employment as the general population, but face barriers to employment that may alter their experience of both working and job search.

More recent studies such as the Quebec Task Force on Whiplash-Associated Disorders (1995) have shown the importance of psychosocial factors in resolving the effects of non-catastrophic injuries resulting in employment problems. Unemployment is a stressful event that has been shown to have negative psychosocial and health consequences (Dean & Lin, 1977; Dohrenwend, BS & Dohrenwend, BP, 1974; Greenblatt, Becerra & Serapentinides, 1982; Liang, Dvorin, Kahana & Mazian, 1980; Liem R & Liem J, 1978; Pearlman & Lieberman, 1979) and has been directly linked to depression, substance abuse and suicide (Atkins, Ferguson, & Blankenship, 1983; Dooley & Catalano, 1988; Jones, 1991; Perego & Schliebner, 1990; Shelton, 1985). Finding ways to mitigate the reactions to this psychological distress is necessary if a program such as Injury Recovery is to be effective.

The unemployment literature reveals several important factors regarding the importance of work. Western, industrialized and increasingly high technology societies place a great deal of value on gainful employment (Feather & Bond, 1983; Winegarden, Simnett & Nykoff, 1984). People's work environments may well represent the most important group membership and focus of time in their lives. In fact, Uris and Tarrant (1983) suggested that the workplace is more important than family, friends and community. Perego and Schliebner (1990) examined the effects of long-term unemployment and found that people look to the work place to meet their needs for primary social interaction, and as a surrogate family system.

Sullivan (1972) linked Maslow's hierarchy of needs with employment and found that most people use work as a way of satisfying personal needs ranging from survival to self-actualization. Erikson (1980) suggested that productivity in the workplace is a major contributor to healthy ego identity. If this productivity is reduced or eliminated through unemployment, for example, ego identity is strained and begins to disintegrate. This weakened ego identity can lead to feelings of inadequacy, loss, and doubting of one's self-worth and belonging. Erikson (1980) suggested that if this occurs the individual can begin to stagnate and die.

Shelton (1985) reviewed studies on the social and psychological impact of unemployment, which considered the economic costs of unemployment and the impact of unemployment on the individual and the family. Based on her review, Shelton stated that "professionals who work with the unemployed should be prepared to deal with depression, anxiety, and loss of self-esteem in the individual. These emotions may directly interfere with the job-seeking process".

A commonly held belief is that unemployment leads to psychological depression. However, Frese and Mohr (1987) suggested that empirical studies have had difficulty demonstrating a causal relationship and that it may be more appropriate to say that “depressed persons who are inactive and pessimistic in their outlook will be unemployed much longer or will become unemployed more readily” (p. 173). They further suggested that unemployment should not be viewed as one major life event, but rather as a life event that leads to a host of daily problems such as financial hardship and learned helplessness.

The concept of learned helplessness (Seligman, 1975) is a useful framework through which to view the financial impact of unemployment. Learned helplessness is caused by repeated experiences of aversive, noncontrollable situations. A person caught up in learned helplessness exhibits passive, inflexible behaviour, linked to dysphoric feelings of depression brought on as a result of repeating these situations. The only escape from this condition is to exercise control over these situations. Individuals' reactions to being unemployed may be affected by how they explain the source of their job loss. People with an external locus of control are more passive, generally achieve less (Lefcourt, 1976), and are more depressive (Prochuk, Breen & Lussier, 1976) than people with an internal focus. The locus of control construct refers to how people view themselves in conjunction with the events that befall them. The construct also encompasses the meaning that people give to the interaction between themselves and experiences (Lefcourt, 1982). Individuals with an external locus of control tend to perceive experiences as the
result of causes outside of their behaviors and thoughts. Conversely, people with an internal locus of control make sense of experiences in terms of their own actions and thoughts. If people do not understand experiences as a result of their actions, then the experiences, either positive or negative, are not effective in altering their locus of control and therefore have no impact on their actions.

Gurney (1981) suggested that the kind of causal ascription made about unemployment by those who want to work can have important implications on their well being. He further stated that “their attribution about the reasons for not having a job may play an appreciable role on either intensifying or mitigating their feelings of failure and self-worth” (p. 79). Causal attribution has seen widespread academic interest arising out of the work of Heider (1944), who stated that “when we have a disagreeable experience, or a pleasant one, we may locate its origin in another person, in ourselves, or in fate” (p. 358). Later Heider (1958) limited attribution to two factors, internal or external. In interpreting how people choose among possible causes, attribution theorists have identified two general categories. The first category posits the perceiver as a systematic analyst looking for covariation between a given effect and different possible causes (Kelley, 1967, 1971, 1973). The second categorizes the perceiver as tending to seek a single, salient, explanation for a behavior (Jones & Davis, 1965).

Applying these two categories to predict the kind of causal attribution ICBC customers would make about their experience is useful. The conclusion can be drawn that people in the second category would look for a single external cause, like ICBC’s handling of their claim, and be unlikely to change their causal attributions unless ICBC changed. The first category suggests that individuals would see many causes, apply the principles of consistency and distinctiveness (Kelley, 1973) and come up with internal reasons for their circumstances. An internal focus would make it easier for an individual to deal with their recovery and eventually return to work. However, Gurney (1981) stated that this may not be the case. He suggested that causal attribution and locus of control are largely independent of each other. For example, some people may believe themselves to be powerless to change their circumstances thus exhibiting an external locus of control. However, the fact that they have not returned to work when others have may eventually lead them to see themselves as responsible for their predicament (an internal focus) and blame themselves for their situation. Gurney (1981) concluded that this particular combination of an internal attribution with an external locus of control may be the cause for the devastating impact that unemployment has on self-esteem. We believe this to be equally true for ICBC customers trying to return to work post injury.

Since the 1950’s there has been an increasing trend toward self-determination and personal planning with individuals taking control of their lives and accepting more responsibility for personal choices and life developments (Forster, 1985). An interest in the elements of personal decision making and planning has generated a great deal of academic and public attention on the concept of personal goal (Forster, 1985). Since establishing a personal goal is essential in career planning and job search, developments in the theory related to personal decision-making are relevant for designing programs to assist people to return to work. Forster concluded that “personal construct psychology would seem to be a theoretical framework well suited for the articulation and study of personal goals” (p. 261).

The fundamental unit in personal construct psychology is the “personal construct” (Forster, 1992). A personal construct is a transparent pattern created by individuals to organize the realities of their world. Individuals create constructs by deciding what theme is common in two or more events. This common theme is determined through a process of comparing and contrasting events until a similarity is found between at least two of these events. Personal constructs are developed over time, as a result of personal experience, and are formed into systems. Constructs provide a window or lens through which people perceive and understand events and also supply a mechanism for anticipating events and experiences. For example, suppose that a woman notices that her supervisor is more irritable at the end of the workweek than at the beginning of the week.

She has a construct that enables her to recognize irritability. She may also use related constructs such as (a) more rest on the weekend, and (b) time to participate in relaxing activities, as she attempts to interpret her experience with her supervisor and anticipate future interaction. Forster (1992) selected the personal construct as the “primary conceptual unit for investigating the elicitation and articulation of a person’s goals” (p. 176).

Kortas, Neimeyer and Richard (1992) stated that the area of employment was accepted as a logical field of study for investigating the application of the concept of personal construct because Kelly (1955), the creator of personal construct theory, felt that vocational development “is one of the principal means by which one’s life role is given clarity and meaning” (p. 751). Construct systems developed by individuals in the course of their work experience are called vocational construct systems. Vocational construct systems might contain constructs like outdoor work, desk jobs, high wages and low salary. Individuals would use these constructs to organize and systematize their work experience and to anticipate future employment experiences. Gimenes (1990) assigned the label of vocational development construct to the interaction of: (a) the factors which motivate people to form vocational construct systems, (b) the elements which prevent people from forming vocational construct systems, and (c) the factors which trigger specific employment decisions. Since vocational development is based on work experience and all previous vocational decisions, Gimenes concluded that the construct clearly indicated that selecting an occupational goal is a complex process that takes time.

Evidence of some relationship between the level of integration in personal construct systems and decision-making has implications for the design of a treatment program that includes the identification of skills based on previous experience and the selection of new goals. A successful return to work post injury may require higher levels of integration of personal construct systems. All people, but particularly individuals faced with the reality of having to make substantial efforts in order to return to work, must reorganize their personal construct systems to incorporate both the experience of injury and recovery and the personal constructs that will guide their decision-making throughout their treatment and return to work process.

Based on the above, the following philosophy and mission statements were developed regarding IRP:
Injury Recovery Philosophy:
To assist injured individuals in returning to work or usual activities by focusing on appropriate early intervention and early return to work/activity. Our goal is to get people better, faster by eliminating unnecessary bureaucratic red tape and unnecessary and inappropriate delays in the provision of medical and rehabilitation services.

Mission Statement:
Together with the medical and rehabilitation communities the Injury Recovery Coordinator will develop and fund individual injury recovery programs under the guidance of a medical manager, for our clients which will encourage early intervention, early recovery and return to work or return to normal activities while promoting the concept of wellness and maintaining a high standard of excellence in corporate customer service.

The IRP goals were to:
- Reduce costs by reducing the length of disability.
- Reduce length of disability by:
  - Communicating with medical community.
  - Insuring that individual rehabilitation plans are developed and monitored.
  - Communicating with the employer community.
  - Reduce lawyer involvement by treating people quickly, transparently, and fairly.
  - Give the claims centres and BI adjusters a much-needed resource.

In order to achieve these goals it was recommended:
That at least one recovery coordinator (RC) be added to every lower mainland claims centre. This position would be in addition to the current compliment of bodily injury adjusters, but would be drawn from their ranks. The RC will receive additional training to enable them to effectively communicate with the external community, especially the medical community. The RC will act as an expeditor to ensure that bureaucratic needs and systemic delays do not unnecessarily delay a client’s recovery. The RC will NOT handle the tort aspect of a claim file (i.e., liability, settlement).

In order to be successful the RC:
- requires knowledge in the medical and rehabilitation fields;
- must have strong interpersonal and communication skills;
- must be perceptive and sensitive to personal and system needs that may impact on recovery;
- must keep a broad perspective yet be analytical when evaluating the unique needs of each client; and
- must be solution focused, pro-active, flexible and creative in striving for resolution of identified and potential problems.

Also, in order to be successful it was necessary to move forward in six separate but interdependent areas. These were the RC, the BI adjuster, the rehabilitation/treatment network, the physicians, management/examiners and the clients.

Each one of these groups needed the following:

RC
- As outlined above.

BI adjusters
- Training in medical and rehab issues;
- Education in the benefits of early RTW & RTA; and
- Training in how to be a case manager.

Treaters
- Orientation to ICBC;
- Treatment plans;
- Timelines;
- Best practice guidelines;
- Outcome measurement;
- Accountability; and
- Communication.

Physicians
- Education;
- Information;
- Best practice guidelines; and
- Communication.

Managers/examiners
- Orientation;
- Training;
- Support; and
- Evaluation tools.

Clients
- Communication;
- Managed expectations; and
- Knowledge of treatment protocols and timelines.

In order to have an effective injury recovery program we recommended that initiatives take place in parallel to address these needs.

For example, while the RCs were being selected and trained activities were underway with the medical and rehabilitation communities.

Status
The process of selecting and training the recovery coordinators began in October of 1998. To date 50 bodily injury adjusters have received comprehensive specialized training to allow them to perform in the recovery coordinator role. While the majority of the RC’s work in the greater Vancouver area, seven work in smaller communities throughout the Province.
Training in disability management, including psychological factors in return to work have also been included in the curriculum for new bodily injury adjusters. Training sessions have, and will be, held outside the greater Vancouver area to assist offices in smaller communities where the workload does not warrant a dedicated internal resource.

Evaluation
An extensive formative evaluation was conducted in 2000. This evaluation was comprised of both qualitative and quantitative methodologies.

The qualitative evaluation showed that:
- the RCs had been well trained;
- the goals of the IRP were well received by stakeholders; and
- physicians in particular supported the program.

The quantitative evaluation showed that:
- the IRP was very effective with WAD II claimants, but not as effective with WAD I;
- the old culture of “deny & defend” is still present and proving difficult to change;
- more work needs to be done on fostering communication both internally and externally;
- the impact on settlement costs is not as great as expected;
- the RCs may be exerting too much pressure on the claimants to RTW;
- management resources were inadequate to ensure RC compliance with the program goals; and
- there is a need to refine the referral process.

In terms of hard numbers the IRP reduced:
- Length of physician treatment times for soft tissue BACK claims from 46.2 to 32.9 days.
- Length of physician treatment times for WAD II NECK and BACK claims from 58.0 to 49.7 days.
- Length of physician treatment times for WAD II, ALL INJURIES combined, from 57.1 to 55.6 days. Length of physiotherapy treatment times for WAD II NECK claims, from 63.12 to 42.96.
- Length of physiotherapy treatment times for soft tissue BACK claims, from 47.7 to 16.8 days.
- Length of disability period measured from date of accident to date of case closure, from 128 to 117 days.

The IRP also decreased lawyer involvement from a corporate average of approximately 30% to a program average of 15%. The IRP also decreased lawyer involvement from a corporate average of approximately 30% to a program average of 15%.

Conclusions
Given the initial findings of the formative evaluation, steps were taken in 2001 to build on the strengths and address the identified weaknesses of the program. One area of weakness that was addressed was the lack of management resources. Two managers were selected to assist with the ongoing development of the recovery coordinators and to ensure consistency within the program.

Before the changes could be fully implemented however, ICBC conducted a core business review resulting in drastic organizational changes. One result was that all programs requiring specialized staff were dismantled and the injury recovery program was one of them.

Despite canceling the program ICBC recognized the value of the disability management approach and steps are being taken to integrate the disability management approach of handling customer’s claims into the claims process and performance standards for all adjusters.
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